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Summary
The issue of security of gas supplies is frequently discussed on the basis of intuitive and non-systematic arguments. Greater import dependence is normally equated with greater insecurity, and strategic stocks are the risk management tool most commonly considered.

This paper strives to offer a systematic framework of analysis and shows that import dependence does not necessarily entail greater insecurity – actually, the opposite may well be the case. It also discusses several alternatives to strategic stocks for risk management, which are more interesting and promising.
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1. Defining security of supply

Security of supply may be defined as the guarantee that all the gas volumes, demanded by non-interruptible (firms or protected) customers, will be available at a reasonable price. The following points should be noted:

- Security of supply is primarily a concept of physical availability – the gas must be there when required.
- Nevertheless, the security of supply is also tied to contractual arrangements. Some customers may elect to give up security of supply and take the risk of not getting the gas when required. These are interruptible or non-priority customers, whose exact rights will need to be defined on a contractual basis.
- Finally, security of supply is also, albeit more loosely, tied to a concept of price. Gas must be available at a ‘reasonable’ price – not at any price. By definition, if the price is allowed to increase without a limit, there will always be a sufficiently high price at which demand will equate to available supplies – but we cannot say in this case that the security of supply was guaranteed. If we lift any restriction on the movement of prices, the issue of security of supply simply evaporates. Yet how far is it acceptable to allow prices to move in order to restrict demand and allocate scarce supplies is a question that can only be decided politically, by the government or regulator, or contractually, by the parties accepting limits to price increases – not by a theoretical discussion.1

2. Energy market liberalisation and security of supply

The question of security of supply arises in the context of market liberalisation. The old monopolists used to claim that they guaranteed the security of supply – a statement supported by the experience of decades of service to the public, during which very little disruption was experienced.2

---

1 At times the Directorate-General for Energy and Transport (DG TREN) appears to consider price fluctuations themselves as a threat to security – in particular with respect to crude oil. Indeed, in the case of crude oil, the logistics are such that the risk of physical shortages is minimal and any tightness of supplies would immediately be reflected in prices. Gas, however, is different: it has different logistics, different pricing mechanisms, etc.

2 The DG TREN memo “The Internal Energy Market – Improving the Security of Energy Supplies – Gas and Oil Stocks”, pg. 2, 11 September 2003, states: “The European gas industry has so far been effective in ensuring security of supply. In the new internal gas market, however, there will no longer be a single player to assume this responsibility. It is therefore uncertain whether gas suppliers will give priority to security of supply. Consequently, this responsibility cannot be left in the hands of the industry alone, which is itself dependent on
It is not clear, however, that security of supply was truly guaranteed in the past – it was in fact never challenged by any major disruption. It may be more accurate to say that the old monopolists were in a position to unilaterally decide how much security they intended to provide and did engage in some precautionary investment, thanks to their ability to pass the cost on to the final consumer. The security they provided may have been too little or too much, we simply do not know: the final customer was not asked how much security he/she wanted or how much he/she was ready to pay for it. Let us just simply note that the degree of security provided – through diversification of supplies, strategic stockpiling and redundancy of transmission capacity – was very different in the individual European countries.

The concern about security of supply in liberalised markets is connected to viewing security as a public good or externality. In liberalised markets, new competitors will be tempted to ‘free-ride’ on the security provided by the incumbent suppliers and the ‘heat of competition’ may push operators to play down security and prioritise cost-cutting. This fear is not altogether unwarranted: indeed, it is supported by negative experience with airlines, railways and electrical grids.

Yet it is also not entirely clear why security should not be ‘privatised’ or internalised in some form – i.e. offering to contracts to customers with variable guarantees of security of supply and letting them decide how much security, and at what cost, they desire.

Normally, security is viewed as a matter for governments to look after. That, however, is not true for protection against all risks, e.g. the government is expected to maintain a fire brigade, but it is up to the individual to buy insurance against fire damages. In the case of gas, there certainly are aspects that only governments can address; but we should consider the possibility of utilising contractual instruments to come to a more precise and satisfactory definition of the required minimum security.

It is reasonable to expect that the small commercial or household customer will not be in a position to exactly judge of his/her security requirements. Even in a fully liberalised market, in which all customers can choose their supplier independent of the level of consumption, the small consumer will be offered a choice among a set of standard contract formulae: it will be up to the regulator to make sure that these contracts incorporate the minimum security that the customer presumably requires.

Such minimum security is unlikely to be 100%. Gas in households and small commercial establishments is primarily used for cooking and for ambient- and water-heating. In situations of emergency, all such uses can be reasonably curbed to some extent. It is therefore reasonable to set the guaranteed level of supplies at an appropriate percentage of ‘standard’ consumption. (The problem here is rather that such rationing is difficult or impossible to implement, unless advanced meters are installed that are capable of monitoring the volumes consumed at least on a daily basis.)

"Further, p. 3 of the same memo states that “There is currently no framework at EU or IEA level guaranteeing a minimum level of security of gas supplies in the European Union. The European gas industry has succeeded in ensuring security of supply on a constantly expanding gas market over the last 40 years. However, the European gas market is currently undergoing rapid change and the role of the traditional market players is also evolving. In the new liberalized gas market, no player will of its own accord automatically assume responsibility for security of supply. In a commercial market, it is not certain that gas suppliers will give strategic priority to security of supply, as companies increasingly focus on competition goals.” See also the Press Release IP/02/1288, 11 September 2003."
Therefore, it appears that it would be inaccurate to attribute the emergence of the security issue entirely to market liberalisation. It may be more accurate to say that, while in the past the matter was not widely discussed (and essentially left to the opinion and initiative of the monopolistic operator), market liberalisation has brought the issue to the fore. Nevertheless, we should not identify the past as being necessarily more secure than a liberalised and unified EU market.

Indeed, the Commission has frequently argued that a unified EU gas market would be intrinsically more secure than the individual member countries’ markets. The reasoning here appears to be based primarily on scale: a larger market, served by a wider and well-interconnected network that receives supplies from a larger number of exporters, may be expected to be more stable. This may well be the case; however, numerous conditions need to be fulfilled, as later discussed.

3. Growing import dependence and security of supply

The second main driver of concerns about security is the expected growth of EU dependence on gas imports from outside the Union. The Commission’s Green Paper³ on the security of energy supplies offers the chart in Figure 1 to show the expected growing dependence from imports.

Figure 1. Growth of natural gas consumption and dependence on imports

According to the International Energy Agency’s (IEA) World Energy Outlook of 2002,⁴ the share of gas in total European primary energy consumption is expected to increase from 23 to 34%, as shown in Figure 2. This increase is certainly remarkable; however, it should be noted that overall the diversification of primary energy sources will continue to be significant.


Moreover, gas is used primarily in stationary thermal uses, for which alternative sources are more readily available.

*Figure 2. Expected growth of gas as a share of the total EU energy consumption*

European gas imports are expected to grow from 187 to 632 Bcm between 2000 and 2030, a larger than three-fold increase. Nevertheless, the number of suppliers to the European Union is also expected to increase as shown in Figure 3, so the system may gain in diversification.

It should be noted that independence from imports is not at all a guarantee of security of supply. Indeed, the single most disastrous case of supply interruption in recent years has hit the state of Victoria in Australia in 1998, because of the failure of a processing plant serving all offshore-producing fields. The fact that the gas came from domestic fields, rather than from imports, was of no help at all. (The interruption lasted two weeks.)

It may be argued that the fact that gas is imported adds to the risk, because of the danger that political considerations or developments may interfere with the flow of gas. In this respect, we shall follow Jonathan Stern, who proposes that the risk associated with import dependence should be broken down into risk associated with source dependence, transit dependence and facility dependence.

Risk associated with facility dependence is not exclusively relevant for imported gas: it is just as relevant for domestically produced gas. The point is that in order to be secure, a network, including its import inlets, should offer sufficient redundancy of capacity to allow for the redirection of flows in the event of the loss of one component. Because currently almost all gas connections between European member countries are said to be fully used, with no spare capacity available, it is evident that the European network enjoys no spare capacity at all and would in all likelihood not be able to redirect flows in the event of the failure of a major component.

---


6 See the grid map with transmission capacities published on the GTE website (www.gte2.be).
In addition, many peripheral parts of the national networks are entirely dependent on a single feeder-line and are vulnerable to its disruption. So it must be acknowledged that it makes little sense to seek to increase the security of imported supplies if the domestic or European network is not capable of coping with the redirection of supplies.

Facility dependence is therefore a problem for the domestic network as well as for imports: it may be said to be more acute for imports to the extent that import facilities – be they pipelines or regasification terminals – are very expensive and capacity must be utilised as fully as possible. It is therefore quite normal that very little spare capacity will be available in alternative import facilities from a given source (assuming that they exist at all) to compensate for the failure of the normally used facility.

As far as source or transit dependence is concerned, in both cases the risk involved is political in nature. In other words, if the transmission facilities do not fail, gas supplies from a given source country or through a given transit country can only be restricted because of the sovereign decision of the relevant government. The political nature of the risk reinforces the presumption that the security of gas supplies is to be guaranteed by the government of the importing country.
Indeed, the security of gas supplies is best obtained through appropriate diplomacy – which is far more effective than through other technical instruments, as discussed below. We dislike the notion that dependence on gas supplies may influence the foreign policy of the importing country, as if continuing gas supplies were not a legitimate foreign policy objective itself – just as much as export or foreign investment promotion, the protection of nationals abroad, etc. But in fact, there can be little doubt that diplomacy is the first and most effective tool to guarantee gas supplies. This has been the case in the past and will continue to be the case in the future.

4. Thoughts from J. Stern

Having thus insisted on the links between the security of gas supplies, market liberalisation and import dependence, we may refer to the useful conceptualisation proposed by Jonathan Stern.7

As a consequence of market liberalization, European governments need to make cost/risk judgments and create a transparent security framework of standards and obligations, which set out:

- the specific security events for which responses need to be designed in order to prevent disruption of supply to firm, and specifically residential, customers;
- the obligations which should be placed on different market players for them to be able to maintain the required minimum level of supply and capacity in the event of such events;
- the costs associated with such obligations and how these should be allocated;
- whether, in the light of the foregoing analysis:
  - limits should be placed on source, transit route and facility concentration;
  - large gas consumers, such as power generators, should be obliged to have alternative fuels available for security reasons (p. 5).

Standards which governments and regulatory authorities might be required to set include specific supply security events to which market players would be expected to respond without curtailing supplies to firm gas, in particular residential, customers. The events would include:

- loss of a specific source of supply for a specific number of days during the peak demand season;
- loss of a specific facility (or facilities) through which a large percentage of national or regional supply passes, for a given number of days during the peak demand season (p. 32).

In the light of this analysis, the task of governments and regulators would be to arrive at standards sufficient for the market to withstand security events of ‘reasonable likelihood’ at ‘reasonable cost’ to market players and customers. This should involve complete transparency as to:

- which events fall within the security framework – i.e. are considered ‘likely’ – involving costs which are considered ‘reasonable’;

---

7 Stern (2002), op. cit.
• which groups of market players – network owners/operators, shippers, suppliers, traders and customers – should bear what percentage of the costs of the required responses (p. 33).

5. Defining the threat

The first task that we need to address in considering security of supply is the definition of the relevant threat. We cannot possibly aim at maintaining security of supply in any circumstance, e.g. if all major exporters to the EU simultaneously decide to interrupt exports. Depending on the severity of the threat that we assume to be realistic, guaranteeing security of supply becomes easier or more difficult. If the threat is not specifically defined, we cannot meaningfully discuss the adequacy of security provisions.

Defining the relevant threat is a political responsibility, which should be taken up by parliament or government. Ideally, these institutions should debate the issue of security of supply, both in general and specifically for imported supplies, and issue directives to the regulatory authority to guarantee the specified level of security.

In this paper we shall assume that the relevant threat is defined as the total interruption of supplies from the single most important foreign supplying country, i.e. Russia, for an extended period in excess of one calendar year. This assumption is not crucially important for our reasoning, but simply serves to facilitate some reference to actual cases and as an example to illustrate the reasoning. The reader may think that this threat is unrealistic and the EU shall never face such a negative event – in this case addressing the issue of security will simply be easier than we make it.

Assuming a total interruption of supplies from Russia poses a special security challenge not only because Russia is the single largest supplier to the EU in aggregate terms, but also because it is the dominant or sole supplier of some of the new member countries. There is no way that security of supply can presently be guaranteed to the Baltic republics, Finland, Poland,8 the Czech Republic or Slovakia in the event of total interruption of Russian supplies. Even assuming that other member countries could spare gas from other sources (they themselves would be seriously hit, though less seriously), the infrastructure to redirect flows is not available.

If we assume that some other supplier, different from Russia, may decide to restrict its exports, the security of supply implications would be more limited. The two EU member countries most dependent on the second-most important supplier, which is Algeria, are Portugal (85% dependent on Algeria) and Spain (55% dependent). The former would be the only critical case, as Spain imports almost as much Algerian gas as liquefied natural gas (LNG) by pipeline and may succeed in finding alternative sources of LNG. Indeed, Spain may in the end even be in a position to support Portugal.

In other words, the total interruption of supplies from Russia is probably the only event that may precipitate a critical situation for the security of European gas supplies.

---

8 Poland, however, covers about 30% of its requirements by domestic production. All other countries listed are 100% dependent on imports.
Further, let’s assume that the interruption is extended for an indefinite period of time, in excess of one year. If we were to assume that the interruption is of limited and known duration, strategic stockpiles are likely to appear as a better alternative than other, potentially more expensive, solutions. Nevertheless, it seems unlikely that anyone can reasonably have the assurance that an interruption, if politically motivated, will be of a short duration. A supply interruption is a very serious act, which will not be taken lightly by either the supplier or the importer and is doubtful to be easily remedied.

6. Defining solidarity obligations

The next step in our reasoning is the definition of the extent of solidarity obligations. The political appeal of opting in favour of an extended definition of solidarity obligations – i.e. asserting that EU member countries must share available supplies in the event of a shortfall and individual gas companies may be requested to serve other companies’ firm or non-interruptible customers with precedence to their own interruptible customers, or even to some extent to their own firm or non-interruptible customers – is obvious. The Commission has moved in the direction of strengthening solidarity in the energy market within the EU.

Yet, there are important problems associated with this approach. The first serious problem is that facilities may not be available to implement solidarity. If Russian supplies to the EU are interrupted, there is simply no way that countries receiving gas from other importers or enjoying domestic production can effectively share their supplies with the Baltic republics or the Central European members such as Poland and Hungary. The flow of pipelines is not automatically reversible – where pipelines exist at all. Even between the core EU gas countries – the Netherlands, Germany, France and Italy – the potential for mutual support would be limited.

The second fundamental drawback of asserting solidarity obligations is that doing so encourages free-riding and reduces the incentive for responsible behavior on the part of each member country and indeed each customer. In view of the limited availability and high cost of international interconnections, member countries should be encouraged to each address its own security problem – only assuming so much solidarity from the rest of the EU as is realistically to be expected.

To the extent that security of supply will be sought on the basis of contractual arrangements – i.e. on the basis of the distinction between guaranteed or non-interruptible customers, and non-guaranteed or interruptible ones – the customer must be in a position to reasonably

---

9 If the interruption is temporary, stocks may be a reasonable option. The DG TREN memo of 11 September 2003 (op. cit.) states, under the heading “Definition of minimum standards for security of supply – gas stocks”, that:

- “Member States should take the necessary measures to ensure that the supply to vital consumers, who are not in a position to replace gas with another fuel, is guaranteed for sixty days in average weather conditions in the event of the single most important source of gas supplies being disrupted. Other measures will be taken in order to cover this eventuality in the event of extremely low temperatures;
- The measures to be taken should include ensuring that gas stocks make at least a minimum contribution to achieving the security of supply standards. The level of stocks should take account of the geological and economic storage possibilities in each Member State.”

10 The internal market is also based on the need for solidarity between the member states of the EU, more especially in the gas, oil and electricity sectors so vital to our energy supply (see the DG TREN memo “The Internal Energy Market – Improving the Security of Energy Supplies – Gas and Oil Stocks”, p.1, 11 September 2003).
evaluate his/her risk. For example, a customer may prefer to sign an interruptible contract with company A in preference to company B, even if A asks for a higher price, because A has more diversified supplies and is in fact less likely to interrupt service; however, if a solidarity obligation is imposed, this difference evaporates.

The imposition of solidarity obligations, therefore, on the one hand may be impossible to implement, if the required infrastructure is not in place; on the other hand it establishes the wrong set of incentives to market players, suppliers and consumers alike. It may therefore be preferable to avoid laying stress on it, at least for as long as interconnections are not expanded and the internal market is not physically unified. Here we should highlight that physical unification is different from contractual unification and price equalisation. The latter can take place on the basis of extensive swapping throughout the network, but solidarity in the event of a crisis requires the availability of physical transmission capacity. (For instance, it would be possible even today for a producer in the Netherlands to sell gas to a Polish customer, but if Russian supplies were interrupted, this Polish customer would not be able to receive any gas from the Netherlands.)

Notwithstanding the creation of a unified EU gas market, the issue of security of supply is probably best discussed at the level of each member country – and possibly even at the level of individual regions within each member country.

The same reasoning applies to whether protection of priority customers should be industry-wide or supplier-specific. If effective solidarity were imposed, the appropriate protection would be industry-wide. In other words, within each national jurisdiction, available supplies in the event of a crisis would be redistributed among all suppliers to allow them to service their priority customers. There is a political logic in this, of course, and it would be difficult to envisage that residential customers of company A, which has lost its supplies, be let to suffer, while non-priority customers of company B, whose supplies have not been affected, continue to be served.

Nevertheless, if we simply assert the principle of solidarity, we destroy the incentive to take the necessary precautions to be able to honor the service obligations that each company has undertaken. The regulatory system must impose conditions on solidarity obligations, such that companies will not be tempted to simply free-ride. This can be achieved by, for example, establishing that companies having lost their supplies may have a right to acquire gas from other companies, but at a significantly higher price to compensate the other companies and those interruptible customers that may be affected as consequence of such problems.

7. Current approaches

Currently, the problem of security of supply is either ignored or it is dealt with by specifying minimum levels of storage obligations or maximum levels of import dependence from a single source or both. Countries enjoying substantial domestic production, such as the UK, or even exporting to the rest of the EU, such as the Netherlands, are obviously justified in attaching little priority to the issue of security of supply. Examples of countries addressing the problem by imposing storage obligations and maximum levels of import dependence are Italy and Spain.

The Italian legislation provides that imports from non-EU countries are subject to authorisation by the Ministry of Industry on the basis, inter alia, of the availability of strategic
storage capacity in Italy in proportion to the quantity of gas imported annually (10%). The strategic storage obligation applies to LNG imports as well, though to a lesser extent.\textsuperscript{11}

In the case of Spain, transporters that deliver gas to the system and traders must diversify their provisioning when the proportion of their supplies that come from the same country is over 60%, when all their supply provisioning is added together. The Ministry of Economy may modify this percentage, making it higher or lower depending on the evolution of international natural gas markets.

None of these approaches is convincing. By their very nature, storage obligations can only alleviate the problem for a limited period of time – while the strategic stocks last. There is no way to prove that any level of storage obligations that may be imposed will be adequate and not excessive. Any level that is chosen will be a ‘shot in the dark’: it may be excessive or insufficient, we just don’t know. Furthermore, it is certainly a mistake to impose storage obligations on all imports from outside the EU, independent of whether they come from an established or a new supplier, or of the composition of the customer base (between guaranteed and interruptible customers).

8. Priority and interruptible customers

As is already evident from the previous paragraphs, our reasoning is very much based on the differentiation between two groups of customers: priority (firm or non-interruptible) and interruptible.

Not all customers need to be protected against supply disruptions. Some customers may choose to maintain fuel-switching capabilities, whereby they can resort to an alternative fuel, different from natural gas. Or they may simply accept to withdraw from the market – stop production – in the event of a supply crisis.

It is only the smaller commercial and residential customers that cannot be expected to be able to either maintain an alternative fuel system or withdraw from the market. The latter should be offered protected or guaranteed supplies – which does not mean a guarantee for 100% of their regular supplies, as discussed earlier.

In theory, we may envisage more than two groupings, further distinguishing the level of guaranteed supplies or circumstances and conditions allowable for interruptions, but this would add little to our reasoning. Here we shall assume just two groups for the sake of simplicity.

The two groups may be defined contractually (interruptible versus firm customers) or by law and regulation, or by a mix of the two. If the distinction is contractual, the law or regulatory system should guarantee the meaning of contractual obligations: this requires limiting the suppliers’ ability to claim \textit{force majeure}. In fact, at present the distinction between interruptible and firm customers is not sufficiently sharp. If a gas importer is faced with a physical shortfall in its supplies – especially if this is the case because of the sovereign act of one of the exporting or transit countries – it can effectively claim \textit{force majeure} and interrupt supplies even to firm customers. At the same time, interruptible customers are almost never interrupted. Therefore, the market does not allow for the required price differential between interruptible and firm customers, which would pay for significant investment in security of supply.

\textsuperscript{11} Art. 3, para. 2 of Legislative Decree No. 164 of 23 May 2000.
For security of supply to be guaranteed on the basis of market mechanisms, it is necessary that interruptible customers – because they do not require protection in the event of a crisis and, as we later explain, contribute to the stability of the system – be offered significantly lower prices, such that will justify maintaining an alternative fuel capacity or withdrawing from the market.

**Company ‘exposure’**

Based on the distinction between priority and interruptible customers, we may propose a meaningful discussion of each supplier’s ‘exposure’ to the security risk. Suppliers should be required to protect their priority customers to the extent that is specified in contractual or regulated clauses.

As long as their exposure to the possible negative event (percentage shortfall in supplies) is lower than the share of priority over total customers, they may not need to worry about security of supplies. If, on one extreme, a company only serves interruptible customers, then clearly it should not worry about security of supplies. If a company has a customer base composed of 60% priority and 40% interruptible customers, and its obligation to the priority customers is to guarantee at least 50% of their normal supplies, then in the event of a crisis this company must secure at least 30% of its normal supplies. If its portfolio of import sources is diversified, so that none supplies more than 70% of the total, the company shall always be able to honor its security commitments to its priority customers and needs no further investment.

Assigning equal obligations on all companies, notably storage obligations, independent of the structure of their customer base or gas procurement is a mistake. Importers should be encouraged to diversify their sources and activate demand flexibility. In order to encourage diversification of sources, imports from a new source should be viewed as a positive move and be free of any security-motivated obligation, while additional imports from an established source should be penalised or forbidden altogether. This can be done at the level of individual importing companies or at the national level. The right thing to do would be to implement these rules at the level of individual importers, but nation-wide implementation would be a step in the right direction.

Companies enjoying diversified supplies and a small, protected-customer base could be encouraged by allowing them to sell emergency supplies rights to other companies, whose supplies are less diversified or whose customer base is tilted more towards priority or firm customers. All gas suppliers should be required to prove their ability to meet their security requirements, i.e. serve their protected customers even in the event of a crisis. They could do so either by diversifying their sources or by limiting the share of their protected customers or both; alternatively, they could buy emergency supply rights from companies with diversified sources or small, protected-customer bases or both. In order to be effective, this approach requires that no solidarity obligation is imposed *ex-ante*, otherwise no company will have a sufficient incentive to buy emergency supply rights from other companies.

Indeed, a useful approach to explore is the creation of an agency to play the role of provider of last resort. In this role, the agency would establish transmission capacity and take all other required steps to be able to sell emergency supply rights to the commercial suppliers requiring them, in case the supply of such rights would fall short of demand and total security of the system could not otherwise be guaranteed. This may be a much more effective approach that purely mandating stocks or affirming solidarity obligations. The supplier of last resort could
be created at the EU or the member country level – the attraction of the former solution being quite evident. Even so, it is most likely that a supplier of last resort created at the EU level may not be able to sell sufficient emergency supply rights to allow some of the more exposed member countries, such as the Baltic republics, to maintain a guaranteed customer base.

9. The importance of balancing the customer base

A balanced customer base, comprising a large share of non-protected or interruptible customers is more secure. Considering that diversification of supply sources is supported by the total size of the market, if a larger share of the demand is interruptible it is likely that, in the event of interruption of one of the suppliers, the remaining sources will be sufficient to meet the needs of the protected customers.

This potential benefit of having a larger, gas-based power generation component is very important. Gas power plants can be relatively easily designed to run on alternative fuels, if an interruption of gas supplies was to occur. The price differential between interruptible and firm customers must be large enough to encourage installing dual-fuel capability and creating the necessary flexibility in demand. Presently, such flexibility is very limited, because sufficient incentive does not exist. Increasing the share of power generation that is based on gas may appear to increase vulnerability, because it increases dependence on imports; but in fact, to the extent that power plants have dual-fuel capability and can switch from gas to an alternative fuel such as LPG or diesel in emergency conditions, the stability of the system will be greatly increased. A smaller total demand composed exclusively of firm customers would be less secure, because it would not support diversification of gas import sources and would be more vulnerable to interruptions.

Therefore, it is a mistake to equate import dependence to vulnerability. What matters is the composition of the customer base and the share of interruptible customers over total demand relative to the diversification of import sources.

Demand flexibility should be encouraged. Presently, demand flexibility is very limited, because the differentiation between firm and interruptible customers is insufficient. Interruptible customers are few and do not take the risk of being interrupted too seriously. Firm customers are not sufficiently protected in the event of an emergency.

Supply flexibility

It is also very important to encourage supply flexibility. Supply flexibility is a function of diversification, mode of transmission (pipeline gas versus LNG) and redundancy in import infrastructure. The more diversified the portfolio of suppliers is, the more limited is the damage that the interruption of one of them will inflict. But the mode of transmission is also important, partly because facility dependence should also be part of the equation and diversification in the mode of transmission reduces it. But also because an LNG chain is intrinsically more flexible than a pipeline: indeed, if the regular source of LNG becomes unavailable, the importer can always look for an alternative source and substitute at least part of the lost supplies. A pipeline, being a fully dedicated transport infrastructure, does not allow for this. In addition, LNG is normally not vulnerable to the transit risk, while pipelines frequently are.

Unfortunately, supply flexibility is very expensive. In some cases, it may verge on the impossible – as presently in the case of the Baltic republics and even Poland, where it does not go much beyond token diversification. The situation may change in the future, as LNG
supplies from Norway (Snøwhit) become available. Yet, for the time being these countries must rely exclusively on demand flexibility, which means in essence that all gas customers should be interruptible and have dual-fuel capacity, or be ready to withdraw from the market. This may be feasible at lesser cost than acquiring sufficient supply flexibility. Strategic storage would be of help only for a limited time, while it lasts.

Even in cases where supply flexibility is a viable proposition, if we leave it solely to the market, the required level of supply flexibility would have to be paid exclusively by the priority customers and it may impose an excessive burden on them. The question that arises is therefore can we justify some socialisation of the cost of improving supply flexibility?

10. Security and competition

The key to arguing in favour of socialising the cost of supply flexibility is to point to the fact that diversification of sources and redundancy of import infrastructure are also tools to encourage competition. As such, they may be assumed to be a systemic priority.

The EU gas market will never become competitive and unified for as long as supplies are neatly in balance with demand or fall short of the latter. Competition assumes that suppliers should be interested in fighting for market share; and they will be, but only if they have some excess capacity that they could use to serve a larger market share. Promoting redundancy, or unused import and transmission capacity, is therefore a prerequisite of effective competition.

So is diversification. For as long as two sources dominate European gas imports, it is unlikely that competition will ever exist. Even if we manage to scrap or limit the impact of take-or-pay and destination clauses, the monopolistic exporters will find ways to prevent gas-to-gas competition. Increasing dependence on the established suppliers is incompatible with competition.

The EU and individual member countries therefore have a legitimate interest in the development of new import infrastructure. To encourage competition and diversification, new import infrastructure must be put in place – which would also contribute to creating redundancy.

This purpose can be pursued through regulatory tools that establish a framework offering incentives towards diversification, as detailed above. But there is probably more that the Commission and member countries can do.

It should be recognised, to begin with, that LNG imports may be preferable to pipeline imports with respect to encouraging diversification, competition and security of supplies. Promoting LNG import capacity requires the establishment of regasification plants, which cost a fraction of pipelines. Regasification plants can receive imports from several sources and LNG shipments can be more easily redirected in the event of a crisis. An EU gas market with a larger share of LNG imports would therefore be more easily diversified and also more effectively integrated in the event of a crisis. Establishing unused import capacity at LNG regasification terminals is not as financially burdensome as keeping unused capacity in a pipeline.

The Commission should therefore consider promoting common rules to facilitate and encourage the establishment of regasification terminals. Terminals should not be subjected to obligations under the Trade Practices Act (TPA), nor should LNG importers have to face storage obligations; terminal operators should be required to expand capacity whenever an importer is ready to contract for it and expansion is physically possible. The regulatory
framework should allow for – if not mandate – offering advantageous conditions to customers in the proximity of regasification terminals, in order to encourage local communities to accept them.

The EU has been trying to encourage the establishment of new import capacity through the Trans-European Networks or other initiatives such as the Interstate Oil and Gas Transport to Europe (INOGATE) programme. The effectiveness of these efforts has been limited: whenever some of the major energy companies have undertaken projects, they would probably have been implemented even in the absence of EU support. In cases where projects have not found a strong company sponsor, EU support has done little to make them happen. Therefore, if we believe that the EU has a legitimate public interest in promoting a new gas import infrastructure, we should provide it with some teeth that will effectively facilitate the implementation of projects that are considered a priority.

One possibility of doing so would be to establish a fund, which would underwrite transmission (for pipelines) or regasification (for LNG terminals) capacity in advance of actual market demand, thus allowing capacity to be more easily established. This would not be altogether unusual: transportation capacity is normally established in excess of forecasted traffic in the short term – to accommodate growth for some appropriate time in the future.

If a supplier of last resort is created at either the national or the EU level, it could take responsibility for this task. The fund may be financed partly with taxpayers’ money and partly by selling ‘emergency transmission rights’ to allow importers to meet their minimum-security obligations, as suggested above.

The operation of this facility would nevertheless raise some difficult problems. How would the redundant capacity thus created be liquidated? Should it be sold to operators only in the event of an emergency? This suggestion would not be reasonable. Should it be sold at a loss, in order to encourage diversification or competition, and accelerate the partial recovery of the investment in order to promote further import capacity expansion? In this way, the market would be distorted. But if the facility is required to operate on a strictly commercial basis, then it may make little or no difference.

**Conclusions**

Let us offer some simple points summarising the argument, to serve as preliminary conclusions:

1) There have never been major gas-import supply interruptions. This point should not be forgotten.

2) The share of gas in the EU’s primary energy demand will increase, but diversification of primary energy sources will remain healthy.

3) Import dependence for gas will increase, but so will the diversification of sources.

4) The risk of a major interruption of gas supplies is political in nature and diplomacy remains the primary tool to address it. The issue of security should be debated at the political level, to decide whether diplomacy is sufficient or more needs to be done. In the latter case, the threat against which the system needs to be protected must be clearly defined – which is again a political and not a technical issue.

5) The adoption of clear laws and regulations may encourage diversification and flexibility. The distinction between guaranteed and interruptible customers must be strengthened and
importers must be required to prove their ability to continue serving guaranteed customers in the event of a crisis. Diversification of sources should be encouraged.

6) The composition of the customer base may be expected to improve: the growing importance of gas in power generation may translate into fewer protected customers.

7) The EU could consider establishing a supplier of last resort or a fund to invest in expanding import capacity from new sources and maintain infrastructure redundancy.

In view of the fact that diplomacy has worked well even in difficult times, it is our guess that a well-informed political debate will scale down concerns for gas supply security. Even assuming that a pessimistic definition is given of the relevant threat – as we have done in this paper – this could be dealt with through sensible legal and regulatory approaches. Nevertheless, strengthening the hand of the Commission in promoting diversification and redundancy of import capacity may very well make sense, not only because it would improve security, but also and indeed primarily, because it would support competition in gas markets.
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